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-DIMENSIONAL EYE-HEAD COORDINATION IN GAZE SHIFTS EVOKED

URING STIMULATION OF THE LATERAL INTRAPARIETAL CORTEX
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bstract—Coordinated eye-head gaze shifts have been
voked during electrical stimulation of the frontal cortex
supplementary eye field (SEF) and frontal eye field (FEF))
nd superior colliculus (SC), but less is known about the role
f lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) in head-unrestrained gaze
hifts. To explore this, two monkeys (M1 and M2) were im-
lanted with recording chambers and 3-D eye� head search
oils. Tungsten electrodes delivered trains of electrical
ulses (usually 200 ms duration) to and around area LIP
uring head-unrestrained gaze fixations. A current of 200 �A
onsistently evoked small, short-latency contralateral gaze
hifts from 152 sites in M1 and 243 sites in M2 (Constantin et
l., 2007). Gaze kinematics were independent of stimulus
mplitude and duration, except that subsequent saccades
ere suppressed. The average amplitude of the evoked gaze
hifts was 8.46° for M1 and 8.25° for M2, with average head
omponents of only 0.36 and 0.62° respectively. The head’s
mplitude contribution to these movements was significantly
maller than in normal gaze shifts, and did not increase with
ehavioral adaptation. Stimulation-evoked gaze, eye and
ead movements qualitatively obeyed normal 3-D constraints
Donders’ law and Listing’s law), but with less precision. As
n normal behavior, when the head was restrained LIP stim-
lation evoked eye-only saccades in Listing’s plane, whereas
hen the head was not restrained, stimulation evoked sac-
ades with position-dependent torsional components (driv-
ng the eye out of Listing’s plane). In behavioral gaze-shifts,
he vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) then drives torsion back into
isting’s plane, but in the absence of subsequent head move-
ent the stimulation-induced torsion was “left hanging”.
his suggests that the position-dependent torsional saccade
omponents are preprogrammed, and that the oculomotor
ystem was expecting a head movement command to follow

Correspondence to: J. D. Crawford, Center for Vision Research, York
niversity, 4700 Keele Street, Toronto, ON, Canada M3J 1P3. Tel:
1-416-736-2100, ext. 88621; fax: �1-416-736-5814.
-mail address: jdc@yorku.ca (J. D. Crawford).
bbreviations: 1-d, one-dimensional; 2-d, two-dimensional; 3-d, three-
imensional; CCW, counterclockwise; CV, characteristic vector; CW,
lockwise; FEF, frontal eye field; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LED, light
(
mitting diode; LIP, lateral intraparietal; SC, superior colliculus; SEF,
upplementary eye field; VOR, vestibuloocular reflex.

306-4522/09 $ - see front matter © 2009 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All right
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he saccade. These data show that, unlike SEF, FEF, and SC
timulation in nearly identical conditions, LIP stimulation
ails to produce normally-coordinated eye-head gaze shifts.

2009 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: electrical stimulation, lateral intraparietal cortex,
ye-head coordination, saccades, head movement, torsion.

umerous neurophysiological studies have implicated
ateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) in saccade planning
Andersen and Buneo, 2002; Astafiev et al., 2003; Colby
nd Duhamel, 1996; Colby et al., 1996; Duhamel et al.,
992; Goldberg et al., 2002) and execution (Andersen et
l., 1992; Barash et al., 1991a,b; Constantin et al., 2007;
aymard et al., 2003; Grefkes and Fink, 2005; Thier and
ndersen, 1996, 1998). Neurons in LIP exhibit delay ac-

ivity related to saccade execution (Andersen et al., 1990,
998; Colby et al., 1996; Snyder et al., 2000) and also
how remapped activity that is retained after an intervening
accade (Duhamel et al., 1992; Gottlieb et al., 2005). LIP
lso has visual receptive fields which have been said to be
rganized in eye-centered (Andersen and Buneo, 2002;
ndersen et al., 1998; Colby et al., 1995; Colby and Du-
amel, 1996; Constantin et al., 2007) or head-centered
O’dhaniel et al., 2005) coordinates. One characteristic of
IP neuronal activity associated with eye saccades is a
odulation of this activity with eye position (Boussaoud
nd Bremmer, 1999; O’dhaniel et al., 2005), and head
O’dhaniel et al., 2005) or body/space (Platt and Glimcher,
997) orientation. However, it is not clear what role LIP
lays in the control of coordinated eye-head gaze shifts as
pposed to head-fixed saccades.

Microstimulation studies of head-restrained monkeys
howed the presence of a “parietal eye field” (Andersen et
l., 1992; Mushiake et al., 1999; Shibutani et al., 1984;
hier and Andersen, 1996, 1998) located in the posterior
arietal cortex, and identified as area LIP. In these studies,
mall saccades were evoked by stimulating area LIP using

variety of microstimulation parameters (Kurylo and
kavenski, 1991; Shibutani et al., 1984). The most com-
rehensive microstimulation studies in LIP were effected
y Thier and Andersen (1996, 1998); using high stimula-
ion frequencies of 500 Hz and mostly 200 ms. They ob-
ained mostly small saccades (up to 15°), which seemed to
e slightly influenced by initial eye position. When they

ncreased the length of the stimulation train to 500 ms, they
eported stair-case saccades—which is a notable result,
resenting some similarities with multi-step saccades
voked from superior colliculus (SC) or frontal eye field

FEF). Moreover, area LIP was stimulated in monkeys with
s reserved.

mailto:jdc@yorku.ca
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artially-restrained heads, where the head was allowed
nly horizontal movements (Brotchie et al., 1995; Thier
nd Andersen, 1998). The resulting stimulation-evoked
aze shifts showed only small head movement compo-
ents depending on the stimulation site.

In contrast to these findings, microstimulation studies
f other brain areas implicated in gaze control (i.e. SC and
EF) have shown significant head amplitude contributions

o the amplitude of head-unrestrained gaze-shifts (Freed-
an and Sparks, 1997; Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2003a;
oucoux et al., 1980). Moreover, SC, supplementary eye
eld (SEF), and FEF stimulation (Chen, 2006; Chen and
alton, 2005; Freedman et al., 1996; Elsley et al., 2007;
artinez-Trujillo et al., 2003b; Tu and Keating, 2000) pro-
uced a range of gaze-shift amplitudes having behavior-
lly-normal 1-D, 2-D and 3-D patterns of eye-head coordi-
ation (Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2003a; Roucoux et al.,
980; Russo and Bruce, 2000; Tu and Keating, 2000).
owever, since LIP stimulation has never been performed

n head-unrestrained animals using 3-D eye and head
ovement recordings; the same could not yet be said for
IP. In our previous paper (Constantin et al., 2007) we
escribed the frame of reference that best characterized
he goals of the stimulation-evoked gaze shifts of the same
ataset that has been reported here, concluding that an
ye-centered frame provided the best fit across all of our
timulation sites. In the current study, we investigated the
ole of LIP in head-free gaze control, by using three-dimen-
ional recordings, by performing a thorough examination of
he lateral intraparietal area, analyzing in depth the pat-
erns of eye-head coordination observed during stimula-
ion-evoked gaze shifts and by answering the following
uestions: (1) what are the kinematics of the LIP stimula-
ion-evoked movements? and, (2) are they accompanied
y, and coordinated with, normal head movements?

To answer these questions we used a method used
y Martinez-Trujillo et al. (2003a), and compared stimu-

ation-evoked gaze-shifts against naturally-coordinated
ye�head gaze-shifts. For this comparison we took into
ccount the detailed analysis of the amplitude and velocity
f the stimulation-evoked gaze, eye and head move-
ents—in particular head amplitude as a function of gaze
mplitude and the “main sequence” (peak velocity vs. am-
litude) of the eye, head, and gaze movements. If the
inematics relationships observed in normal gaze shifts
re preserved in the stimulus-evoked movements, one
ight conclude that LIP activation can trigger a gaze con-

rol command involving the normal eye and head move-
ent circuits.

We also tested whether varying LIP microstimulation
arameters (train duration and pulse amplitude) changed
he amplitude and velocity of the stimulation-evoked gaze,
ye and head movements. Stimulation of the SC (Freed-
an et al., 1996; Roucoux et al., 1980), SEF (Chen and
alton, 2005) or FEF (Chen, 2006; Elsley et al., 2007), in

ead-free monkeys showed that varying the amplitude,
uration and/or frequency of the stimulation changes the
mplitude, duration and velocity of the stimulation-evoked

aze shifts. Previous LIP microstimulation studies (Thier m
nd Andersen, 1996, 1998) varied both the amplitude of
he electrical stimuli (from 100 �A up to 400 �A) and the
ength of the electrical stimuli (up to 500 ms) and obtained
taircase saccades. However, these studies did not in-
lude a quantitative analysis of these effects.

Furthermore, we examined the role of area LIP in
daptive eye-head coordination during gaze-shifts by vary-

ng the subject’s eye-head coordination strategy using the
pinhole goggle paradigm” (Ceylan et al., 2000; Constantin
t al., 2004; Crawford and Guitton, 1997). In this, subjects
re trained to switch rapidly between a “normal” eye-head
oordination strategy and a “head-mover” strategy by don-
ing a pair of opaque goggles that reduce the visual field to
smaller, head-fixed pin hole. Electrophysiological studies

n SC (Constantin et al., 2004; Crawford and Guitton,
997) showed that, when SC was stimulated using this
aradigm, the evoked gaze shifts included adjustments in
ye-head coordination strategies, but not in head move-
ents seen during ordinary behavior. The latter study

uggested that the adjustments in head amplitudes were
ikely made through a parallel channel from cortex to the
rainstem. According to this, one might expect that head
ovement adjustments to be preserved when the cortex is

timulated with the goggle paradigm.
Finally, it is useful to analyze the 3-D components of

ach movement, because the brain orients itself in a 3-D
pace with the torsional position component for gaze, head
nd eye following certain constraints during behavior gaze-
hifts (e.g. Donders’ and Listing’s law). Stimulation-evoked
aze-shifts from SC (Klier et al., 2003, 2001; Martinez-
rujillo et al., 2003b), and SEF (Martinez-Trujillo et al.,
003b) closely follow these constraints, including the com-
lex saccade-vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) coordination
trategies required to control eye torsion (Crawford et al.,
999; Tweed, 1997). It is unknown whether movements
voked during LIP stimulation share these characteristics.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

nimal preparation

he surgical and experimental procedures used in this study were
n compliance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care policy on
he use of laboratory animals, and were approved by York Uni-
ersity Animal Care Committee. Two female Macaca mulatta un-
erwent surgical procedures under general anesthesia using
.5% isoflurane and Ketamine 10 mg/kg. During the procedures,
ach monkey was implanted with one head post for restraining the
ead, one recording chamber (Narishige, Japan), and sockets for
cable connection. Implants were attached to the skull using a

ental acrylic cap. A 20 mm diameter plastic recording chamber
as placed on the skull at 5 mm posterior and 12 mm lateral to the

ight in stereotaxic coordinates, above the right lateral intraparietal
ulcus. The head post, positioned over the frontal bone and on the
idline, consisted of a stainless steel cylinder with a rapid release
echanism (described by Crawford et al., 1999). We also im-
lanted two custom-built scleral search coils (copper wire) of 5
m diameter, subconjunctivally (in the nasal half on one eye).
hese coils were later used to measure three-dimensional (3-D)
ye orientations during training and experimental procedures (for
etails see, Crawford et al., 2003). After the surgery, the monkeys
ere allowed to recover for 2 weeks before experiments com-

enced.
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During the training and experimental procedures, each animal
ore a primate jacket and was sitting upright in a modified Crist
rimate chair (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD, USA). The
rimate chair modifications constrained the torso movements of
he animals, therefore allowing for a larger range of head move-
ents (for details see Constantin et al., 2004). The monkeys were
ble to accomplish natural and unrestricted movements of the
yes and head, except for gaze directions larger than 50° down-
ard. The primate chair was placed near the center (�15 cm) of

hree orthogonal magnetic fields (Tweed et al., 1990). While in the
hair, the acrylic skull caps were fitted with two orthogonal coils, of
cm diameter, which allowed measurements of 3-D head orien-

ations. The eyes and head coil signals were recorded at a sam-
ling frequency of 1000 Hz.

During the experiments, we used a small hydraulic microdrive
Narishige model MO-95S, Tokyo, Japan), custom-fitted onto a
tage with a radial placement system to lower electrodes into the
ateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). The total weight of the
ystem was of 48 g, which remained constant throughout exper-
mentation.

raining and experimental procedures

nimals were trained to fixate light emitting diodes (LEDs) using
ead-free (head unrestrained) gaze shifts in the dark. A spherical
ED screen was positioned at 80 cm in front of the monkey, with

he lights located at center and at �20° and �40°, on the vertical,
orizontal and oblique meridians respectively, totaling 17 different
ED’s. Individual LEDs were illuminated for 500 ms, accompanied
y a brief burst of white noise at the same location, as an orienting
id to the animal. The speakers responsible for the white noise
urst were situated 3 to 5 mm bellow the LED’s. Animals were
equired to fixate the LED within a spatial window of 5 to 10°, and
hen were required to maintain fixation for an additional 500–800
s after the LED was extinguished (in complete darkness) in
rder to receive a juice reward. Animals were trained in this way
o that during experiments electrical stimulation could be provided
ver a wide range of stable initial gaze and head positions in
omplete darkness.

Experiments began after a training period of 3 weeks, for both
onkeys. Tungsten microelectrodes (0.15�2.5 m� impedance at
kHz, FHC) were lowered through a guide tube, which stopped 3
m beyond the dura. During each experiment we made penetra-

ions at one or two locations (tracks) with a maximum vertical
xcursion of the electrode of 10 to 20 mm. Initially, the head was
estrained while we searched for a site that showed saccade- or
isually-related activity, and then stimulation-evoked eye move-
ents. The electrode was slowly lowered and 10–20 cathodal

rains were applied each 0.5 mm (100–300 Hz, 80–100 �A, and
00 ms). For the first monkey (M1), we recorded the head-fixed
timulation-evoked movements from 187 sites; subsequent com-
arison analysis (head-free vs. head-fixed) was performed for 48
ites. Then we stimulated each site using trains of 300 Hz fre-
uency, 200 �A intensity and 200 ms duration. Stimulation was
pplied several times, randomly interleaved with no-stimulation

rials for each gaze fixation LED (two-thirds stimulation trials vs.
ne-third non-stimulation trials), at a random time within the 400 to
00 ms after the LED was extinguished see the line plot in Fig. 1E.
onkeys received a juice reward 100 to 200 ms after the stimu-

ation, independent of their gaze behavior. After characterizing
ach stimulation site we moved the electrode by 0.5 mm vertically
nd repeated the process. In this way we investigated 152 sites (in
7 electrode tracks) in M1 and 243 sites (in 47 electrode tracks) in
2. Our subsequent data selection criteria (described below)

educed the number of sites used in this study to 100 sites in M1
nd 226 sites in M2.

Thirteen sites from M1 and 8 sites from M2 that consistently
voked gaze movements larger than 10° (when stimulated) were

elected for a second experimental procedure in which we varied w
he microstimulation trains parameters. We applied series of
0–30 stimulations for each experimental condition such that the
timulation duration was varied from 100 to 200, 300, 400 and in
ome cases 1000 ms. Moreover, for some sites, the cathodal train
mplitude was varied from 200 to 400 �A and the subsequent
timulation-evoked movements were recorded from six sites
n M1.

M1 was also trained with the goggle paradigm (for details see
rawford and Guitton, 1997; Constantin et al., 2004). The animal
as fitted with a pair of opaque plastic goggles, shaped to

he contour of its face, with a single round aperture located at the
enter of the mechanical range of the eye. This aperture gave the
ye a useful visual range of only 10° through which the animal was
rained to fixate the LED’s. After training, we stimulated 35 sites

ig. 1. Average stimulation-evoked gaze shifts. Vertical position (A
nd B) and corresponding velocity traces (C and D) as a function of

ime for typical stimulation-evoked gaze (dark-solid traces), head
dark-thin traces) and eye (dark-dashed traces) movements. The plots
epresent averaged traces�standard errors (gray shadows) for one
ypical site from M1 (A and C) and a similar gaze amplitude site from
2 (B and D). The traces are aligned with the beginning of stimulation;

he traces are also plotted separately for display purposes. The aver-
ged stimulation-evoked gaze shifts with relatively small amplitudes
12.23° for M1 and 13.1° for M2), in both monkeys (A and B), were
ainly accomplished through eye movements; the head movement

ontribution was negligible. The corresponding averaged velocity
races (C and D) seem to have similar peak values(289.2°/s for M1 and
11.23°/s for M2); the gaze and eye averaged velocity traces seem
omparable within each site and between sites. E. Experimental par-
digm. Grey bar represents a microstimulation train; it was applied at
andom, while the monkey was fixating in the darkness, 400–800 ms
fter the LED was turned off.
hile the animal was wearing the goggles, and we recorded the
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orresponding stimulation-evoked gaze movements to explore
hether this training procedure and the subsequent LIP stimula-

ion changed the eye-head coordination pattern.

ata analysis

e used a computer program to convert the coil signal into
uaternions for the eye-in-space (gaze) and head-in-space (head)
-D orientations. From these we calculated the eye-in-head ori-
ntation quaternions (eye) (Crawford et al., 1999; Tweed et al.,
990). Quaternions represent orientations as fixed-axis rotations

rom a reference position (Westheimer, 1957), that is, when the
nimal is looking straight ahead (Tweed et al., 1990). From these
uaternions we computed the gaze trajectories, angles of rotation
nd angular velocities. Gaze shifts to visual targets were used as
ontrol data in some of our analyses. The beginning and the end
f the visually-evoked and stimulation-evoked gaze, eye and head
ovements were manually selected during visual inspection of the
ovement trajectories plotted on a computer screen. This en-

ured that both gaze and head position were stable at the begin-
ing and the end each movement. Note that the complete head
ovement was selected, starting about the same time as begin-
ing of the gaze shift, but generally continuing for 100–200 ms
fter the gaze shift was complete (when the head moved). We use

he term “head movement amplitude” to distinguish the full move-
ent from “head contribution,” which is the head movement up
ntil the end of the gaze shift (Freedman and Sparks, 1997).
timulation-evoked movements were included for analysis if the
eak gaze velocity was larger than 50°/s and the latency from
timulation onset to peak velocity was less than 200 ms (the
uration of the electrical stimulus). We also eliminated movements
ith maximum values higher than two SD from the average. We
id not analyze sites in which stimulation evoked eyelid, ear or
aw movements. As described in our previous paper (Constantin
t al., 2007), LIP stimulation did not always evoke gaze shifts on
very trial, and the probability of evoking gaze shifts depended on

nitial eye position. Here we only examine the kinematics of eye
ovements that were evoked.

In order to characterize the typical results obtained by stimu-
ating each site we applied the method used by Klier et al. (2001)
nd Martinez-Trujillo et al. (2003a, 2004), and calculated the
characteristic vector” (CV) for gaze, head, and eye-in-head, to
xpress the stimulation-evoked trajectory expected if the eyes and
ead were pointing straight ahead at the beginning of the stimu-

ation. The CV’s were calculated using a multiple linear regression
f the vector components of movements as a function of their

nitial position vectors (scaled as a function of angle, computed
rom quaternions). The CV is the zero vertical-horizontal position
ntercept of this regression (Klier et al., 2001; Martinez-Trujillo et
l., 2004). The goodness of fit for the regression model is given by
he corresponding r2-values. For the CV analysis we included data
nly from sites at which we evoked at least seven movements
rom different initial gaze positions, which were evenly dispersed
round the center, and that covered at least three of the four
patial quadrants. The average number of stimulation-evoked
aze shifts included in the calculation of the CV was 36.7�10.3
with a maximum number of 84 gaze shifts) for M1 and 25.8�10.9
with a maximum number of 55 gaze shifts from one site) for M2.

We also quantified the 3-D range of eye, head and gaze
rientations as described in previous studies (Crawford et al.,
999, 2003; Tweed, 1997). We did this during periods of fixation

n normal-behavior gaze/head movements (defined as when the
aze velocity was less than 20°/s and head velocity was less than
0°/s), and at the end of the stimulation-evoked gaze/head move-
ent (which were manually selected). It was ensured that (1) gaze
nd head position were stable at the start of stimulation, (2) the
ye, head and gaze quaternions for the corresponding conditions
ere selected and the second-order surfaces of best fit to these

uaternions calculated (Constantin et al., 2007; Tweed et al., m
990). This best fit is similar to a linear regression model in a 2-D
pace and is represented by a twisted plane described by the
quation:

q1�a1�a2q2�a3q3�a4�q2�2�a5q2q3�a6�q3�2

here q1 represents torsional orientation, q2 represents vertical,
nd q3 represents horizontal orientation. This fitted surface repre-
ents the 2-D range given by the best polynomial fit through the
ata. For both conditions behavior (control) and stimulation we
alculated the torsional SD (expressing how close the eye, head
nd gaze quaternions were to the fitted plane).

Anatomical location of recording sites. Histological verifica-
ion confirmed that the stimulation sites reported in this study for
nimal M1 were situated on the lateral bank of the intraparietal
ulcus (IPS); M2 is still being used in other experiments. A de-
ailed stereotaxic reconstruction of the stimulation sites was pro-
ided in our previous paper (Constantin et al., 2007), which did
eveal a slight topographic organization. CV’s evoked from more
osterior sites have a larger vertical component; those evoked
rom more medial sites had a larger horizontal component. Fur-
hermore, deeper sites evoke more downward movements and
ore superficial sites evoke more upward movements.

RESULTS

eneral observations

ig. 1. plots vertical position, and corresponding velocity,
races as a function of time for typical stimulation-evoked
aze (thick-solid lines), head (thin-solid lines) and eye in
ead (dashed lines) movements. The data represent av-
raged traces�standard error (SE) for one typical site from
1 (A, C) and one typical site from M2 (B, D) (average
ver 37 and 56 trials respectively). Stimulation of both
ites evoked relatively small gaze-shifts (thick-solid lines)
hat were mainly accomplished through eye movement
dashed lines). The average latency for these stimulation-
voked gaze-shifts was 53.23 ms (�22.1 ms) for M1 and
5.64 ms (�11.7 ms) or M2. The head amplitude contri-
ution was negligible (thin-solid lines). Similar observa-
ions results were observed for all stimulation sites in both
nimals. In contrast to long-train stimulation of the SC, our
00 ms stimulation trains never evoked more than one eye
ovement. Moreover, in our data, gaze position appeared

o be “clamped” at the final position of the first saccade
ntil the stimulation train ended. This phenomenon will be
uantified in the next section.

Fig. 2 plots 2-D movement trajectories evoked by
timulation of one putative LIP site, during head-unre-
trained (head-free—left column) and head-restrained
head-fixed—right column) conditions. Each line repre-
ents one stimulation-evoked movement trajectory and the
ircle (Œ) indicates its final position. The stimulation-
voked gaze movements (A) were similar in amplitude and
irection among all trials within each site, irrespective of
he initial gaze position. The eye component traces (C) had
imilar amplitudes and directions as the gaze traces (in the
ead-free condition) but showed a decrease in the range of

nitial eye positions. The reason for this decrease is that
he natural range of initial head positions (E) increased the
nitial range of gaze orientations when the head is free to
ove. However, the corresponding head movement traces
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E) show very small head amplitude contribution to the
aze trajectories.

The right column of Fig. 2 plots 2-D movement traces
voked by head-fixed stimulation of the same M1 site
hown in the left column. The amplitude and direction of
he stimulation-evoked gaze (B) and eye (D) movements
re identical between trials and between conditions (head-
xed vs. head-free); for obvious reasons (the head was
mmobilized), the head orientation does not vary for the
ead-fixed condition. Compared to the head-free condition

ig. 2. Behind view of the 2-D trajectories of gaze (A and B), eye (C
nd D) and head (E and F) evoked by stimulating one putative LIP site
uring head-free (left column) and head-fixed (right column) condi-

ions. Each point corresponds with the tip of the unit-vector (computed
rom quaternions, see Experimental procedures) and represents the
osition for gaze, eye and head, with the horizontal and vertical
omponents projected from behind, plotted on a linear scale. Small
ircles (Œ) indicate the end of the movement. The stimulation-evoked
aze (A) and eye (C) movements were similar in amplitude and
irection among all trials, irrespective of the initial gaze/eye position.
he eye trajectories showed a decrease in the range of initial positions
xplained by the fact that the natural range of initial head positions (E)

ncreased the initial range of gaze orientations. The head movement
rajectories bring a very small head contribution to the gaze trajecto-
ies. For the head-restrained condition, the amplitude and direction of
he stimulation-evoked gaze (B) and eye (D) trajectories are similar
etween trials because the head orientation did not vary.
left column) the only differences appear to be a small a
ncrease in the initial eye position range with the head-fixed
D) relative to the head-free data (C). This is probably due
o the fact that with the head fixed, the head cannot as-
ume various initial positions and larger eye-in-head
ovements were required to compensate for the lack of
ead motility (E vs. F) as opposed to the head-free condi-
ion in which different initial gaze positions were associated
ith an increased variability of head orientation, simply due

o the natural behavior of the animal. During stimulation the
ead was not moving, therefore the only head contribution
o these data analysis was the increased range of initial
ead,that is gaze orientations.

Each stimulation site evoked specific gaze, eye and
ead movement components, which varied in direction and
mplitude. We used stimulation-evoked movements that
et the criteria described in the Experimental procedures

n order to calculate the CV for gaze, head and eye for
ach site.

Fig. 3. plots CVs for gaze, eye and head stimulation-
voked movements, calculated for all sites in M1 (A, C and
) and M2 (B, D and F). For gaze and eye, stimulation
lways evoked movements contralateral to the stimulated
emisphere (right) with a preferential upward range of
ovements for M1 and a more varied upward and down-
ard range of movements for M2 (the CV’s are spread out
ore evenly between upward and downward quadrants).

n M2 we were able to explore a larger portion of LIP, which
llowed for a larger sample of movement orientations. The
urpose of this plot and the following analysis is to con-
ider the amplitude and direction of the stimulation-evoked
ovements as a population. The orientation of the CVhead

aried, covering the entire 360° range of directions. How-
ver, when we compared the CVgaze direction as a function
f CVhead direction, the correlations were quite small (with
alues of 0.25 for M1 and 0.137 for M2, calculated for all
ites), but statistically different from zero (with a P-value of
009 for M1 and .02 for M2, using a paired Student’s t-test,
ith Bonferroni correction).

The inserts show the amplitude distribution of the CV’s
or each plot. The large majority of the CVhead amplitudes
ere distributed between 0 and 2°. For M1 the amplitude of
Vgaze varied between 2.65° and 14.59° with an average
f 8.36°�0.28°; the amplitude of CVeye varied between
.42 and 16.7 with an average of 8.61°�0.30° and the
mplitude of CVhead varied between 0.03 and 3.2 with an
verage of 0.36°�0.03°.

For M2 the amplitude of CVgaze varied between 2.01°
nd 15.5° with an average of 7.68°�2.38°; the amplitude
f CVeye varied between 1.71° and 15.27° with an average
f 7.55°�2.41° and the amplitude of CVhead varied be-
ween 0.02° and 5.37° with an average of 0.62°�0.83°. A
tudent’s t-test shows that there was a small but statisti-
ally significant difference between the amplitude gaze
nd eye CV’s in both monkeys; for CV amplitude P�0.016
or M1 and P�0.000071 for M2. For M1 the direction of the
aze and eye CVs was mainly distributed through the
pper left quadrant, with very few downward movements.
V direction varied between 87.8° and 194.8° with an
gaze

verage of 129.8°�1.8° in polar coordinates and a median
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alue of 132.52°; its direction was similar with CVeye direc-
ion which varied between 87.1° and 193.1° with an angu-
ar average value of 130.717°�2.02° in polar coordinates
nd a median value of 131.17°. For M2 the direction of the
alculated CV’s for gaze and eye were spread out between
pper left and lower left quadrants. CVgaze direction var-

ed between 99.93° and 236.27° with an average of
90.71�2.50° (in polar coordinates) and a median value of
07.23°; the CVeye direction seemed similar with gaze,
ith values that varied between 96.22° and 237.72°, and
ith an angular average value of 189.73°�2.46° (in polar
oordinates) and a median value of 205.46°. The direction
f the stimulation evoked head movements varied wildly,
overing all four quadrants, but note again that the ampli-

ig. 3. Characteristic vectors (CV) for gaze (A and B), eye (C and D)
nd head (E and F), calculated for all sites in M1 (left column) and M2
right column). Each line represents the CV computed for one partic-
lar site. The gaze and eye CV’s are leftward oriented, with a preferred
pward range for M1. The LIP area for M2 was more thoroughly

nvestigated with the CV’s spread out evenly between upward and
ownward quadrants. The head CV’s orientation varied, covering the
ntire 360° range of directions. The embedded histograms show the
istribution of the CV amplitudes for each CV plot. The gaze and eye
mplitude distributions were comparable (with each other and in be-
ween animals); the large majority of head CV’s amplitudes were
istributed in a range between 0° and 2°. Note that the CV’s for head
ere calculated from total head movements—marked till the end of the
ead movement not end of gaze movement.
udes were very small. s
We also investigated how well the calculated CV’s
irection fit the actual data (i.e. the direction of the stimu-

ation evoked movements) by calculating the goodness of
t for each site, for gaze, head and eye CV’s. The mean
alues were .823�0.023 for gaze and .872�0.024 for eye
in M1) and .806�0.013 for gaze and .893�0.013 for eye
in M2). The averaged correlation between the head move-
ents and the calculated CVs were weaker, with some

ites having strong correlations; but the majority of sites
ere having very weak correlations (with average values
f 0.233�0.158 for M1 and 0.323�0.149 for M2).

The CV’s plotted in Fig. 3 provide the overall trends of
ovement direction and amplitude from our stimulation

ites. Henceforth, all statistical analyses that accompanied
he figures were based on individual trajectories rather
han calculated CV values.

ffects of varying stimulation parameters

revious SC stimulation studies have shown that: (a) in-
reasing the intensity/amplitude of the stimulation evokes

arger gaze shifts (Guillaume and Pelisson, 2001) and (b)
ncreasing the stimulation duration increases head move-

ent duration and therefore the total gaze movement ampli-
ude (e.g. Freedman et al., 1996). We repeated a similar
rocedure for our LIP stimulation sites. For six stimulation
ites in M1 we retested the site with stimulation current am-
litudes of 400 �A. For 13 sites in M1 and eight sites in M2
e used four different train durations: 100, 200, 300 and 400
s with the standard current amplitude, and for three sites in
1 we also applied a stimulation duration of 1000 ms.

Doubling LIP stimulation amplitude from 200 �A to 400
A (with other parameters constant) had no significant
ffect on the amplitudes and peak velocities of the stimu-

ation-evoked gaze, eye and head movements. This is
ocumented in Table 1. Similarly, increasing the duration
f stimulation up to 400 ms had no significant effect on the
mplitude of the gaze, eye, or head movements (see Table
for P-values). The correlations between train duration

able 1. Effects of varying stimulation parameters

hanged stimulation
arameters

PGAZE PEYE PHEAD

rain duration Amplitude M1 0.4082 0.4045 0.7511
rain duration Amplitude M2 0.1501 0.4461 0.252
rain duration Velocity M1 0.3515 0.328 0.1958
rain duration Velocity M2 0.7514 0.5756 0.4669
rain amplitude Amplitude M1 0.1265 0.1351 0.0531
rain amplitude Velocity M1 0.8091 0.4295 0.3283

Amplitude and peak velocity P-values for gaze, eye and head move-
ents evoked by varying the stimulation parameters: using five differ-
nt stimulation durations (first four rows), and using two different
timulation amplitudes (last two rows). Using ANOVA as an analysis
ool, we investigated the effect (or lack thereof) of increasing the
uration of the train stimulation of the amplitude and velocity of the
esulting movements. We calculated the average amplitude and ve-
ocity (for gaze, head and eye), per site and per different condition
train direction or train amplitude used) and compared those values,
or each monkey. The multiple comparisons showed no statistical

ignificance in between conditions.
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nd amplitude of stimulation evoked movements were very
eak, with R2�0.102 for M1 and R2�230 for M2. More-
ver, there were even weaker correlations between train
uration and velocities of stimulation evoked movements,
ith R2�0.0005 for M1 and R2�0.032 for M2. Further-
ore, the amplitude and velocity of stimulation evoked
ovements did not increase with train duration, such that

he slopes of the lines fitted to the data were very close
o 0, in both monkeys. In summary, stimulation-evoked
ovements from LIP appear to be “all or nothing” for gaze
nd eye movements and close to “nothing” for the head
ovements, independent of stimulation parameters once

hreshold had been reached.
However, stimulation duration was correlated with an-

ther parameter that we did not anticipate. As mentioned
bove, we noticed in general that during stimulation after
he initial stimulation-evoked saccade, subsequent gaze
hifts appeared to be suppressed (i.e. there was a pro-
onged period resembling fixation). This contrasts, for
xample, with prolonged stimulation of the SC, which
ften produces multiple “staircases” of saccades
Bergeron and Guitton, 2002; Paul and Gnadt, 2006).
hier and Andersen, using high frequency and duration
lectrical stimuli (500 ms, 500 Hz) qualitatively reported
nd documented staircase saccades being evoked from
IP. Fig. 4 documents this effect by plotting the duration of

his suppression effect as a function of stimulus duration.
ig. 4A plots several stimulation-evoked gaze-shifts from a
ite that produced mainly vertical saccades, plotting the
ertical component of gaze position as a function of time;
he movements were evoked from one site using five train
urations (100, 200, 300, 400 and 1000 ms—the long,
ertical dotted line denotes the beginning of stimulation,
he short vertical thin black lines denote the end of stimu-
ation). Consistent with our previous analysis, the ampli-
ude of the stimulation-evoked movements was relatively
onstant between conditions (varying between 6.45 and
.27° for Fig. 4A). However the absence of further sac-
ades continued up to and beyond the end of stimulation.

To quantify this effect we calculated the average la-
ency between stimulation onset and the start of the 2nd
accade (after the initial stimulation-evoked saccade). We
hen plotted this “fixation period” as a function of stimulus
uration (100–400 ms) for animals M1 (Fig. 4B) and M2
Fig. 4C). The regression fits to these data confirmed a
trong correlation (R2�0.989 for M1 and R2�0.972 for M2)
orroborating that stimulation produced a prolonged “fixa-
ion” period after the initial evoked saccade. For stimulus
urations of up to 400 ms, the “fixation” period (�) always
utlasted stimulation (Œ). This was true even for the first
ew trials of a given stimulus duration, so there does not
ppear to be any alternative way that the animals were
omehow waiting for the trial to end. The 1000 ms duration
rials (tested on just 3 sites in M1) are plotted separately. In
hese cases the animal usually “broke free” from fixation
efore stimulation ended, but only after an interval that

ould normally correspond to 2–3 saccades. o
omparison of normal behavior and
timulation-evoked movements

n contrast to our previous studies in the SC and SEF
Constantin et al., 2004; Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2003a),
hen we stimulated LIP sites, we obtained small gaze
hifts carried mainly by the eye component, with very small
ead components. This suggests that movements trig-
ered by LIP stimulation may not share the same charac-
eristics as movements evoked by stimulation of the afore-
entioned structures. It may also suggest that their kine-
atics are different from normal head free gaze shifts. In
rder to test the latter hypothesis we compared the evoked
aze shifts with gaze shifts made by the animals during
ormal visuomotor behavior. The subsequent figures and
nalysis were done using all our stimulation evoked move-
ents, not taking into account the initial position of gaze
nd eye. An analysis that accounted for eye and head
osition gave similar statistical significance, but at the price

ig. 4. Effects of varying stimulation train duration on post-saccadic
uppression. (A) Typical vertical stimulation-evoked gaze shifts trajec-
ories plotted as a function of time for a representative LIP site, using
ve train durations (100, 200, 300, 400 and 1000 ms); the beginning of
he stimulation is shown by the vertical dotted line; the small vertical
lled line that intersects each trajectory shows the end of the stimula-
ion train. The amplitude of the stimulation-evoked trajectories was
early constant between conditions, but the fixation period that fol-

owed each movement increased in duration as a function of stimula-
ion duration. In the right column, this saccade suppression effect is
uantified for M1 (B) and for M2 (C), by plotting—�: the average

atency between the stimulation start and the beginning of the post-
xation saccade as a function of stimulation train duration, �SE. The
nd point of stimulation is also plotted (Œ) as a visual reference.
egression lines were fit to the data in the 100–400 ms stimulation
uration ranges, showing a strong correlations and positive slope (see

ext). The 1000 ms data were not included in the regression because
e obtained only 19 trials from M1. The suppression period continued

o increase for 1000 ms stimulation durations tested in M1, but for
hese very long intervals monkeys were sometimes able to break
xation before the end of stimulation.
f loosing two-thirds of our data.
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Fig. 5 plots vertical position components as a function
f time for a typical visually-evoked gaze shift (A) and
timulation-evoked (B) gaze shift, chosen because they
ad similar amplitudes and starting positions. The corre-
ponding velocities look similar for gaze (thick line) and
ye saccade (dotted line) for the behavioral (C) and stim-
lation-evoked (D) movements. This figure illustrates that
timulation-evoked gaze shift of about 9.5° (B) was accom-
lished by a 9.3° eye-saccade and an almost negligible
ead movement component (close to 0°). For comparison,
behavioral gaze shift of about 9.7° (A) that was accom-

lished by a slightly smaller eye-saccade component ac-
ompanied by a small but significant (3.2°) head compo-
ent.

The velocity traces (C and D) for gaze (thick line), head
thin line) and eye (dashed line) support the amplitude
races such that gaze velocities had similar values be-
ween conditions (behavior peak velocity of 253°/s versus
timulation peak velocity of 238°/s) and also similar with
he saccade velocities. The obvious difference rests in the
ead velocity values—with a value of 43°/s for the behav-

oral evoked movement and close to 0°/s for the stimula-

ig. 5. Typical behavioral vs. stimulation-evoked gaze-shifts. Vertical
osition as a function of time for behavioral-evoked (A) and stimula-
ion-evoked (B) gaze (thick dark line), eye (dotted line) and head (thin
ark line) trajectories corresponding to gaze-shifts of similar ampli-
udes. The behavioral-evoked gaze shift (A) has a small but significant
ead component and a corresponding eye-saccade component. For
omparison, the stimulation-evoked gaze-shift (B) was accomplished
ainly by an eye-saccade component and an almost negligible head

omponent. The manually selected movements required a stable gaze
osition and the beginning of each behavioral or stimulation-evoked
ovement. The corresponding velocity trajectories for behavioral (C)
nd stimulation (D) evoked movements support the amplitude trajec-
ories, such that gaze (thick dark lines) and eye (dotted lines) peak
elocities have comparable amplitudes between conditions (behavior
s. stimulation); the obvious difference rests with head (thin dark lines)
elocities with a value of 34°/s for behavioral-evoked head component
nd close to 0°/s for stimulation-evoked head component.
ion-evoked movement. These are just typical examples;
a
m

or a more comprehensive analysis we pooled all the stim-
lation-evoked gaze-shifts and their corresponding eye
nd head components and compared them against behav-

oral gaze-shifts of similar amplitude (up to 25°).

ye and head contributions to the gaze shift

ig. 6 shows the relative contribution of eye (A and B) and
ead (C and D) to gaze, for behavior (Œ) versus stimula-
ion-evoked (�) gaze-shifts, in both monkeys. The ampli-
ude of the behavioral eye component increased steadily
s a function of gaze, in both monkeys. For the stimulation-
voked gaze movements, the eye-saccade contribution to
aze increased with gaze amplitude, in a fashion similar to
he behavioral data. The visually-evoked and stimulation-
voked movements were interleaved within the same re-
ording sessions. The contribution of eye amplitude to
aze was statistically similar between conditions (behav-

oral versus stimulation) in both monkeys (P�0.334 for M1
nd P�0.485 for M2, paired Student’s t-test with Bonfer-
oni correction). The head amplitudes during behaviour
ondition increased with larger gaze amplitudes (gaze
ovements larger than 5°). However, in contrast to be-
avior condition, the stimulation head amplitudes were

ig. 6. Relative contributions of eye and head to gaze. We plotted the
ye amplitude (A and B) and head amplitude (C and D) as a function
f gaze amplitude after averaging the eye and head movements
orresponding to each 5° bin of gaze movement. We plotted the
ehavior data (Œ—averaged for a total of 1135 movements for M1 and
661 movements for M2) versus stimulation data (�—averaged for a

otal of 1156 movements for M1 and 2857 movements for M2). The
mplitude of the behavioral and stimulation-evoked eye component

ncreased as a function of gaze in both monkeys. The head amplitudes
ncreased with gaze amplitude for the behavioral data (Œ); in contrast
he head amplitudes were small and did not vary with gaze amplitude
or stimulation data (�). Left panel: M1 (A and C). Right panel: M2 (B

nd D). Note that we measured head amplitude to the end of head
ovement, not the end of gaze-shift.
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ery small (less than 3°) and it did not vary with gaze
mplitude (Fig. 6, lower panels analyze the head relative
ontribution to gaze). The slopes of regression lines fit to
hese data had very small values (slope�0.034 for M1
nd slope�0.009 for M2). Moreover, there was a statis-

ical difference between behavioral and stimulation-
voked head movements (P�4.1�10�113 for M1 and
�5.8�10�126 for M2, paired Student’s t-test, with Bon-

erroni correction).
It is possible that our stimulation data and behavioral

ata did not follow the same directional distributions. Since
he relative contributions of the eye and head are different
or horizontal and vertical gaze-shifts (Tweed et al., 1995)
e also repeated our analysis separately for the vertical
nd horizontal amplitudes of gaze, eye and head move-
ents. The statistical tests calculated using one dimen-

ional components of gaze, head and eye movements
howed similar results to those reported above. For the
orizontal movement components, the contribution of eye
mplitude to gaze was not significantly different between
ehavioral and stimulation data, in either monkey
P�0.231 for M1 and P�0.152 for M2; paired Student’s
-test). The vertical component analysis showed similar
esults with P�0.534 for M1 and P�0.674 for M2 (paired
tudent’s t-test). The relative contribution of head ampli-

ude to gaze did not vary with gaze amplitude in either
imension; both vertical and horizontal datasets had a
tatistical difference between behavioural and stimulation
onditions, with P�6�10�4 for M1horizontal; P�23�10�5 for
2horizontal; also P�0.003 for M1vertical and P�45�10�3 for
2vertical (paired Student’s t-test). Thus, the difference be-

ween the behavioral and stimulation data cannot be ac-
ounted for by directional differences.

Previous behavior studies have shown that contribu-
ion of head amplitude to gaze can be increase by training
he monkey to make gaze shifts while wearing pin-hole
oggles, which restricts their useful eye-in-head range to a
iameter of 10° (Crawford and Guitton, 1997). However,
his increased trend in head amplitude was not preserved
uring the stimulation of the SC (Constantin et al., 2004).
e initially hypothesized that this might be more likely to

ccur with LIP stimulation, because LIP is fairly early in the
aze control system where one would not expect eye and
ead signals to have been separated yet. Conversely we
xpected the eye-head coordination gate to be located
omewhere downstream where it could be accessed by a
ignal arising from LIP. Therefore, we hypothesized that
he trained “goggle” strategy would be preserved during
IP stimulation. To test this, we trained M1 with the goggle
aradigm for 3 weeks until it was able to switch between
oggles/no goggles strategy just by donning/removing the
oggles.

Fig. 7. plots the head amplitude as a function of gaze
mplitude, binned every 5°, for the behaviour and stimu-

ation evoked movements in the “no goggles” condition (Œ
nd �) versus the goggles conditions (e and �). After
raining, the contribution of head amplitude to behavioural
aze-shifts increased with the goggles (e) compared to

he “no goggles” condition (Œ) (P�7�10�7, ANOVA). How- “
ver, in gaze-shifts evoked during LIP stimulation, the
ead amplitude did not significantly increase when the
onkey donned the goggles (P�0.535, in paired Student’s

-test).

ain sequence

he peak velocity amplitude relationship for gaze, eye and
ead movements during normal behavior follows a well-
nown trend in which the maximum gaze and eye peak
elocities increase almost linearly as a function of the
orresponding gaze and eye amplitudes, for movements

ess than 20° (Freedman and Sparks, 1997, 2000; Freed-
an et al., 1996). Fig. 8 compares the main-sequence

elationships for gaze, eye and head between behavioral
nd stimulation-evoked movements. As expected, for gaze
hifts with larger amplitudes, the maximum velocities of the
ovement increased, in both monkeys (A and B), for both
ehavior (Œ) and stimulation-evoked movements (�). The
eak eye velocity followed the same trend (C and D).

Based on inspection of Fig. 8C, D, it appears that the
timulation data and behavioral data diverge slightly above
5°. However, this part of the range makes up only �1% of

he data, and the trends are opposite for M1 and M2. When
ne considers the entire data range, there was no statis-
ical difference between behavioral and stimulation-evoked
ovements (P�0.08 for M1 and P�0.43 for M2, paired
tudent’s t-test). The head peak velocity follows a steady

ncrease as a function of head amplitude in the behavioral
ondition, for both monkeys (E and F). This increase is not
bserved in the stimulation-evoked head movements,
ost of which are less than 5°, with very few movements
etween 5 and 15°. To clarify this, we increased the scale
f the head data points and plotted them above the original
anel (E and F, grey area). We fitted regression lines to the

ig. 7. With goggle (WG) versus no goggles (NG). We plotted the
ead relative contribution to gaze, by averaging the head movement
mplitudes corresponding to each 5° bin of gaze movement, in four
ifferent conditions—NG (Œ�) versus WG (e�), and stimulation
black symbols—��) versus behavior (white symbols—Œe). In be-
avioral condition the head amplitudes increase with larger gaze
ovements; the goggle condition boosts the head amplitude contribu-

ion even more. In the stimulation condition, head amplitude contribu-
ion was almost negligible in the no goggle condition and did not
ncrease with the goggles.
blown up” data, and then compared the slopes of the two
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ines. The results showed no statistical difference between
timulation and behavioural conditions, with P�0.793 for
1 and P�0.824 for M2 (two-tailed t-test). Thus, although

he amplitudes of the movements were small, overall they
ollowed normal velocity-amplitude relationships.

An analysis that accounted for initial eye and head
ositions gave similar statistical significance, but at the
rice of loosing two-thirds of our data. In this analysis we
atched the initial eye and head position for behavioural
nd stimulation evoked gaze shifts and calculated the eye
nd head contributions to gaze. In both monkeys, the
ye-saccade amplitude increased with gaze amplitude, in
oth stimulation and behavioural conditions, with P�0.87

or M1 and P�0.56 for M2 (paired Student’s t-test with
onferroni correction); the stimulation head amplitude did
ot vary with gaze (with amplitude values up to 1.8°). We
lso compared the main sequence for the matched data

ig. 8. Amplitude-velocity relationships. Average peak velocity as a
unction of average amplitude, for Gaze (A and B), Eye (C and D), and
ead (E and F) for M1 (left column) and M2 (right column), contrasted
ehavior (Œ) and stimulation (�) data binned into 5°. Panels (E) and
F) plot a double graph; the points plotted in the grey area are just the
blown-up” version of the averaged head values plotted in the white
rea, to clarify the difference, between the stimulation and the behav-

oural data. Moreover, we fitted the “blown up” points with linear
egression lines which show very high correlations, especially for the
ehavioral data.
ith the following results: the peak gaze velocities showed t
steady increase with amplitude, with no statistical signif-
cance between the behavioural and stimulation condi-
ions, with P�0.32 for M1 and P�0.45 for M2. The peak
ye velocities followed the same trend, with P�0.38 for M1
nd P�0.48 for M2. The trend for behavioural head move-
ents was not followed in the stimulation condition—with
verage head amplitudes of 0.88°�0.1° for M1 and
.56°�0.01° for M2.

-D kinematics

uring natural fixations, the eyes and head follow Donders’
aw (Crawford et al., 1999; Crawford and Vilis, 1991),
hich states that for any 2-D gaze pointing direction (de-
ned by a horizontal and vertical component), there is an
nique amount of eye and head torsion respectively. Here
e assessed whether the restrictions from the behavioral
ovements are also obeyed by the stimulation-evoked
ovements.

Fig. 9. (left column) shows data from one site from M2,
he horizontal component (ordinate) being plotted as a
unction of the torsional component (abscissa), in right-
and rule coordinates, for quaternions representing the
aze (A), eye (D) and head (G). We fitted second-order
urfaces to the 3-D datasets for gaze, eye and head during
atural fixations (defined when the gaze velocity was less
han 20°/s and head velocity was less than 10°/s). These
lanes of best fit are called Donders’ surfaces and repre-
ent a 2-D range given by a polynomial best fit through the
ata. The front edge of the fitted planes is emphasized by
he thick line. For gaze and head positions, the plane fits
ighlight those positions with larger oblique components,
lso have a larger torsional component in space-fixed
artesian coordinates. It has been shown that this is be-
ause these ranges follow a zero-torsion rule in Fick coor-
inates (Glenn and Vilis, 1992; Radau et al., 1994).

The fit of the eye component results in a flatter plane,
uggesting that the eye-saccade component might follow
isting’s law—a version of Donders’ law in which the tor-
ional component for any gaze direction comes close to an

deal zero torsion in a head-fixed, orthogonal coordinate
ystem named “Listing’s coordinates” (Tweed et al., 1995).

The middle column in Fig. 9. displays the same fixation
oints as the left column, but this time plotted in Donders’
oordinates: where the vertical and horizontal axis are
ligned with the fitted surfaces of the left column, and the
rthogonal axis plots torsion relative to the Donders sur-
ace (Klier et al., 2003; Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2003a).
ere, any torsional deviations from zero represent devia-

ions from Donders’ law. The right column displays quater-
ions for gaze, eye and head corresponding to the stimu-

ation-evoked movement end-points from the same animal
nd recorded in the same day as the behavioral data,
lotted in Donders’ coordinates. Note that these values
ere always taken at the end of both the gaze movement
nd any head movement.

For both behavioral and stimulation data, the fixation
oints are situated quite close to the y-axis, showing that
onders’ law is obeyed. For both behavioral and stimula-
ion data, the fixation points show a larger spread for the
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orsional component of gaze (B and C), and head (H and I)
han for the eye (E and F). This suggests a tighter control
f the torsional component for the eye. It appears that the

ig. 9. 3-D analysis of behavior versus stimulation for one site. Scat-
er plots of the torsional (abscissa) and horizontal (ordinate) compo-
ents of gaze (A, B and C), eye (D, E and F), and head (G, H and I)
osition quaternions converted to angles of rotation in right-hand rule
oordinates see Experimental procedures. Left and middle column:
ehavior fixation points from a M2 site; right column: stimulation fixa-
ion points. Left column: 2nd-order best-fit surfaces were computed to
he behavior data points; the front vertical edges of the surfaces was
mphasized (black thick line) to ease visual interpretation of these
-dimensional plots. The gaze and head fitted surfaces look like flat
lanes twisted about the center; the eye surface seems to be more flat.
etermining how well Listing’s and Donders’ laws are obeyed is mea-
ured by how well the points adhere to their best-fit surfaces (see text
or values). Middle and right columns: Behavior and stimulation end
oints in Donders’ coordinates. Scatter plots of the behavioral fixation
oints (B, E and H) and stimulation fixation points (C, F and I) quater-
ions torsional components (abscissa) against the horizontal compo-
ents (ordinate) in Donders’ coordinates. For both behavioral and
timulation data, the data show a larger spread for the torsional
omponent of gaze (B and C) and head (H and I) than for the eye (E
nd F).
timulation-evoked gaze shift end points and their corre- h
ponding eye and head components might fall within a
imilar 3-D range as the behavioral evoked movements,
ut this is difficult to judge visually.

For a more quantitative approach we calculated the
orsional standard deviation (SD), separately for gaze,
ead and eye fixation points in both conditions: visual and
timulation-evoked movements, for each site (Klier and
rawford, 2003; Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2003a) in both
onkeys. In the 48 sites where we recorded head-fixed
ata, the torsional SD of the stimulation-evoked eye move-
ents (average�0.57°) was not significantly greater than

he torsional standard deviation (average�0.47°) of nor-
al head-fixed saccades (P�0.75, paired Student’s t-test).
he head-free data were more complex. On average, the

orsional SDs for visually-evoked gaze, head, and eye
ovements were 3.67°, 3.38° and 1.62° respectively. In

omparison, the average torsional SDs of stimulation-
voked gaze, head and eye movements were 4.83°, 4.68°,
nd 2.00° respectively. These values were significantly

arger than the behavioral data end-points: for gaze
P�0.009, paired Student’s t-test), eye (P�0.05, paired
tudent’s t-test) and head (P�0.007, paired Student’s t-

est). Thus, visually and stimulation-evoked movements
ollowed similar 3-D rules, but the latter were less precise.

What might explain the increased torsional range of
timulation-evoked gaze and eye movements? One pos-
ibility is that the pattern of torsional eye-head coordination
bserved in normal behavior (Crawford et al., 1999) is
isrupted in gaze shifts evoked during LIP stimulation.
ig. 10 shows examples of normal eye movement behav-

or, with eye torsion plotted in Listing’s coordinates. For the
ovements plotted in Fig. 10 panels A through F, we
atched the kinematics (positions, gaze metrics) of the
ehavioral and stimulation-evoked movements as well as
ossible, given the differences in head movement. The
timulation-evoked movements were collected from a site
hat was stimulated during both head-fixed and head-free
onditions. The question here is whether the torsional
spects of these movements matched, as we observed for
he SC and SEF (Klier et al., 2003; Martinez-Trujillo et al.,
003a, b).

Fig. 10A. plots torsional eye position as function of time
or a typical head-free saccade (solid line) and a typical
ead-fixed saccade (dotted line). (The horizontal and ver-
ical components of the saccade are not shown.) The
ead-fixed saccade essentially remained in Listing’s plane,
hereas the head-free saccade had a fast torsional com-
onent that was followed by a slower torsional VOR phase

n the opposite direction. The same pattern can be seen in
he 2-D trajectories in a series of head-fixed saccades (Fig.
0B) and head-free saccades�VOR (Fig. 10C). These
bservations have been reported previously in numerous
tudies (Crawford et al., 2003; Klier et al., 2003; Misslisch
t al., 1994a; Tweed et al., 1994).

What would happen in head-free gaze shifts evoked
uring stimulation of LIP, which we have already shown do
ot include normal head movement components? We
ave proposed that the torsional components observed in

ead-free saccades are pre-programmed to compensate
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or the expected torsional VOR components associated
ith head movement (Crawford and Vilis, 1991; Crawford
t al., 1999), or they could be triggered by low-latency
estibular feedback, since normally the head is starting to
ove at about the same time. During stimulation, the head
oes not move, so if these components are vestibular-

riggered (or if the brain “knows” that the head is not going
o move) they should no longer appear. But if the brain

ig. 10. (A) and (D): Eye torsion trajectories during head-fixed
dashed lines) vs. head-free (filled line) movements, are plotted as a
unction of time in Listing’s coordinates; the movement traces are
ligned on initial position and beginning of stimulation. 2-D plot of the

orsional (abscissa) and horizontal (ordinate) components of eye po-
ition quaternions converted to angles of rotation in right-hand rule
oordinates, plotted in Listing’s plane. (B) and (E): with the head fixed,
orsion remains in Listing’s plane (i.e. parallel to the plane of 0 torsion)
hroughout behavior (B) and stimulation-evoked (E) movements. (C)
nd (F): in contrast, with the head free, torsion is driven out of and then
ack into Listing’s plane during behavior (C); during stimulation (F), the
ye is driven out of Listings plane and there is no VOR (no head
ovement) to bring it back. shows the end of the movement. These
ffects are quantified in the lower panel (G, H and I). (G): mean
bsolute torsion for head-free saccade as a function of head-fix sac-
ade. (H) and (I) plots torsional VOR component as a function of the
orsional saccade component for M1 (H) and M2 (I) (Œ). stimulation-
voked versus (�) behavioral eye movements. In both monkeys, the
ehavioural data (�) shows a normal negative relationship between

orsional saccade and torsional VOR. In contrast, stimulation data (Œ)
hows the torsional saccade spread over a similar distribution but a
ery small torsional VOR.
re-programs these movements and “expects” a head (
ovement, it should continue producing torsional sac-
ades.

During head-fixed LIP stimulation (Fig. 10D; dashed
ine and Fig. 10E), saccades remained in Listing’s plane. In
he head-free condition (Fig. 10D; solid line and Fig. 10F),
IP stimulation produced saccades with larger torsional
omponents even though they were not followed by VOR.
ig. 10F plots stimulation-evoked movements from a typ-

cal LIP site, the same site that evoked the head-fixed
ovements plotted in Fig. 10E. Torsional eye position

races held their final position, presumably sustained by
onic motoneuron signals originating from the torsional
eural integrator (Crawford et al., 2003). This explains why
ye-in-head torsion was higher –at the end of gaze shifts—
uring LIP stimulation. Moreover, this suggests that tor-
ional components in head-free saccades are pre-pro-
rammed to anticipate the VOR, and that the system re-
ponsible for this was “expecting” a head movement during
IP stimulation.

These results are quantified and documented in the
ower row of Fig. 10. Fig. 10G plots the absolute value of
orsion for head-free saccades versus head-fixed sac-
ades, averaged for each site, for the 48 stimulation sites

n which obtained both sets of data. The head-free tor-
ional saccade amplitudes were significantly larger (Mann–
hitney U�10.5, n1�n2�48, P�0.05) than head-fixed

orsional amplitudes. This shows that this behavior was
ontext-dependent, and that torsion is not just generally
loppy during LIP stimulation. In Fig. 10, panels H and I
lotted the torsional components of the VOR as a function
f the torsional component of head-free saccades for M1
nd M2, respectively. Every stimulation-evoked data
ovement is shown (Œ), along with a similar population

ize-matched behavioral data (�). In the behavioral data,
he amplitude of the saccades and VOR torsion showed a
lear negative correlation with R2�0.571 for M1 and
2�0.489 for M2. In the stimulation-evoked data (Œ) the
mplitude of the eye-VOR torsional component did not
ary with the eye-saccade torsion; it remains close to 0,
ith R2�0.044 for M1 and R2�0.124 for M2. The regres-
ion slopes fitted to the behavioral data points and stimu-

ation-evoked data were statistically different from each
ther in both monkeys (two-tailed t-test with P�0.001 for
1 and M2). Thus, the increase in eye (and gaze) torsion
as due to the continued presence of torsional saccade
omponents and the absence of subsequent VOR slow
hases (which normally cancel out).

In the previous analysis we implicitly assumed that
he torsional saccade components were still being pro-
rammed in the normal way: to anticipate VOR move-
ents related to head movement. Another possibility is

hat these movements were simply random. One way to
est between these possibilities is to plot the torsional
accade component as a function of the initial vertical eye
osition. Here is the logic behind this test. Approximately
8% of our evoked gaze movements were directed to the

eft. If we further refine this to just the sites that gave CVs
ithin 30° of horizontal, the associated head movements
had they occurred) should have been even closer to pure
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orizontal (because the eye moves more vertically than the
ead in our preparation, e.g., Crawford et al., 1999). Given
his expectation, the laws of rotational kinematics predict
hat the associated VOR movements would have CCW
omponents for eye positions above primary position, and
W components for downward eye positions (Crawford
nd Vilis, 1991; Smith and Crawford, 1998). Conversely if
he system were expecting these movements and pro-
uced anticipatory torsional components in saccades, the
accade data should show the opposite correlations:
lockwise torsion for upward eye positions and CCW for
ownward eye positions (Crawford and Vilis, 1991; Tweed,
997; Crawford et al., 1999).

The results of this test are shown for both monkeys in
ig. 11. As one can see, the relationship between vertical
ye position and saccade torsion during leftward gaze
hifts is not random, but rather follows the prediction of a
ystem that is producing anticipatory torsional saccade
omponents for head movements that do not come. The
lopes of the regression lines fitted to the data were 0.095
M1) and 0.109 (M2). The r-values showed a solid corre-
ation between torsional eye saccade and initial vertical
ye position with r�0.750 for M1 and r�0.788 for M2, with
�0.001 for both monkeys. This not only confirms that
accade torsion is anticipatory, as in normal head-free
aze shifts, it also tends to confirm that the system was
xpecting a head movement.

DISCUSSION

he goal of the present study was to analyze the 3-D
ye-head coordination patterns of gaze shifts evoked dur-

ig. 11. (A) and (B) Torsional eye saccade component plotted as a fu
ovements (� � M1; Œ � M2). For these plots we only used the mo

hese data suggest that the saccades possess the normal torsional kinematics
ccompanied the gaze shift (which was not the case in these stimulation-evok
ng stimulation of LIP in head-unrestrained monkeys, and
ompare these to normal behavior. Note that extra-physi-
logical electrical stimulation might change the dynamics
f a system so much so that it is hard to assign the results
o any one point in the brain: all we know is the source of
he perturbation, not the extent of its effects. Nevertheless,
ur result show that LIP stimulation evoked small, “all or
othing” contralateral gaze-shifts, accomplished mainly by
ye-saccades with negligible (close to 0) head compo-
ents. For small gaze shifts it is hard to qualitatively predict
ow much the head should be moving, therefore we quan-
itatively compared these movements with visually-evoked
aze-shifts. The amplitude-velocity relationships of the
timulation-evoked gaze and eye movements were com-
arable with the behavioral movements. However the stim-
lation-evoked head movements are close to 0 and obvi-
usly they do not follow the pattern of the behavioral head
ovements. Moreover, although some aspects of the nor-
al 3-D eye-head coordination strategy were followed, eye

accades had torsional components that were not followed
y equal and opposite VOR components (as during normal
ehavior). The latter was related to the paucity of head
ovements.

Thus, probably the most important message derived
rom our data are that during LIP stimulation-evoked gaze
hifts the eye saccade component behaves in a way ap-
ropriate for head-free gaze shifts, but the head movement
omponent is somehow absent. This was unexpected,
iven our very different results in similar stimulation exper-

ments with the SEF, FEF, and SC, especially since LIP is
laced even further upstream in the gaze control system,

initial vertical eye position, for all the leftward stimulation evoked eye
evoked from sites with CV’s within 30° from the horizontal direction.
nction of
vements
that would have been present if a normal horizontal head movement
ed movements).
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ell before one would expect any separation of the gaze
ignal into eye and head components. However, one clue
o this phenomenon might be another unexpected obser-
ation: after the initial short-latency stimulation-evoked
accade, other saccades were suppressed for the duration
f stimulation. We will consider these findings in the con-

ext of the literature below.

omparison with previous LIP stimulation studies

he results of our head-free study extend a picture
ketched by previous head-restrained microstimulation
tudies (Mushiake et al., 1999; Shibutani et al., 1984; Thier
nd Andersen, 1996, 1998) in LIP which evoked contralat-
ral saccades with relatively small amplitudes (mostly be-
ween 0 and 20°) and a large variety of vertical compo-
ents, as a function of site. Our data showed a very similar
ange of amplitudes. The directional range of our move-
ents were also very similar to those reported by Thier
nd Andersen (1996, 1998) in one monkey (which seemed
o also favour more upwards movements). The second
onkey showed an increase and movements range, with a

arger downward component, but this might simply be due
o the fact that we explored many more sites than they did.
oreover, in both of our studies, the movements evoked

rom a given LIP site had similar direction and amplitude,
rrespective of the initial position, and eye movements
ere essentially similar to the gaze movements, with the
ccompanying head movements being absent or very
mall (although they did not document this to the extent
rovided here: only one head-free site was quantified, and
hey could not do a 3-D analysis). Thus, the general 2-D
bservations made by those authors for LIP were essen-
ially the same as those reported here.

However, there were some differences between the
esults reported in our studies. First, Thier and Andersen
eported gaze shifts evoked from an “intercalated zone” (a
mall strip of cortex located at the floor of the intraparietal
ulcus) which showed goal-directed characteristics and
lightly larger head movements. We attempted to explore
his region as well, but were unable to evoke such gaze
hifts, either because of some difference in the stimulation
arameters, the behavioral state of the animal, or perhaps
e simply missed this small area. We did not deem this to
e a failure in our study because our goal was to charac-
erize LIP. Second, they reported “staircase saccades” (a
eries of saccades evoked during prolonged stimulation)
or at least one LIP site. We never observed in hundreds of
ites tested, even with 1 s stimulation. Our study found that
nce threshold was reached, neither amplitude nor dura-
ion increases had any effect on the evoked gaze shift. And
nce threshold was reached we never observed a second
aze movement even during stimulation trains of up to
000 ms, the eye tending to continue fixation until the end
f stimulation: Thier and Andersen did not report this,
lthough a similar pattern can be observed in some of their
ata (Thier and Andersen, 1996—Fig. 3).

There are several methodological differences between
ur studies that might account for these minor differences.

irst, our monkeys were always in a head-free state, f
hereas theirs were only in a semi-free state on some
rials. Second, they used of a higher stimulation frequency
500 Hz), whereas we only used frequencies up to 300 Hz.
ltimately our parameters arose from our original SC stud-

es (Constantin et al., 2004; Klier et al., 2001) which were
erived from Freedman et al. (1996) and from our own
reliminary work. Finally, it is possible that our animals had
een trained differently: behavioral state is known to influ-
nce the results of stimulation (Ascencio-Monteon et al.,
007; Constantin et al., 2007; Tehovnik et al., 2003).

omparison with normal behavior

t a first glance, the velocity and position trajectories of
timulation-evoked gaze and eye movements seemed to
e quite similar with amplitude-matched behavioral move-
ents. Indeed, it is tempting to conclude, erroneously, that

he lack of head movements in these gaze shifts is simply
ecause the gaze shifts were small. However, our behav-

oral results confirm that in monkeys allowed to freely move
oth the eye and head, even small gaze shifts are accom-
lished by a combination of eye and head components
Constantin et al., 2004; Freedman and Sparks, 2000). Our
uantitative comparison of these data with the stimulation-
voked data showed that, even for size matched gaze
hifts, the accompanying head movement components
ere too small to be considered normal. On the other
and, the individual eye-in-head saccade and head move-
ent components had essentially normal velocity-ampli-

ude relationships (Freedman and Sparks, 1997, 2000),
uggesting that these were normal movement compo-
ents, just not coordinated with each other in a normal
ashion. This seemed to be similar with the results quali-
atively presented by Thier and Anderson study, that
voked very small head movements, when the head was
llowed horizontal rotations.

The current study also confirms the observation, now
hown many times for both the human and monkey, that
ormal gaze, head, and eye movements obey various
orms of Donders’ law (Crawford et al., 1999, 2003; Klier
nd Crawford, 2003; Tweed, 1997), including the Fick
trategy for head movements associated with gaze shifts
Crawford and Vilis, 1991; Misslisch et al., 1994b; Tweed
t al., 1995) and Listing’s for eye movements (Crawford
nd Vilis, 1991; Misslisch et al., 1994b; Tweed et al.,
995). Our observations confirm that in general these rules
re also followed in gaze shifts evoked during LIP stimu-

ation. This is not a trivial result, because brainstem stim-
lation can produce quite dramatic torsional violations in all
f these forms of Donders’ laws (Crawford and Guitton,
997; Klier and Crawford, 2003). However, the stimulation-
voked movements obeyed these rules with less precision,
nd differed from the visually-evoked movements in one
ualitatively important respect.

As confirmed here, during normal head-free gaze shifts
he saccade portion of the eye-in head gaze shift consis-
ently include torsional components (Crawford et al., 1999;
rawford and Vilis, 1991; Tweed, 1997), depending on the
verall kinematics of the gaze shifts. The apparent reason

or this is to predictively cancel out torsional VOR compo-
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ents associated with the post-gaze shift head movement,
o that torsion always ends up at zero (Radau et al.,
994; Solomon et al., 2003; Straumann and Zee, 1995).
hese large torsional “blips” all but disappear in head-
xed movements (Cohen et al., 1992; Fetter et al., 1994;
enn et al., 1992; Lee et al., 2000; Misslisch et al.,
994a; Moore et al., 2001; Raphan and Cohen, 2002;
chmid-Priscoveanu et al., 1999; Solomon et al., 2003;
traumann et al., 1991; Straumann and Zee, 1995;
traumann et al., 1996; Tweed, 1997), either because

he system “knows” that the head will not move or from
lack of vestibular feedback. The saccade-related tor-

ion was still present in our head-free stimulation-
voked gaze shifts, but of course they were not followed
y significant torsional VOR components, resulting in an
verall increase in the torsional width of Listing’s plane.
his cannot be explained as a general sloppiness in

orsional control, because torsional saccade compo-
ents remained small when the head was fixed. This
rovides the first direct evidence for the supposition that
hese saccade-related torsional blips are pre-pro-
rammed in an anticipatory fashion, and are not trig-
ered by vestibular feedback (Crawford et al., 1999;
rawford and Vilis, 1991).

Moreover, the persistence of these eye-in-head tor-
ional components in our stimulation data suggest that the
culomotor system was “expecting” a normally-coordi-
ated head movement. This in turn suggests that LIP
sually is involved in the generation of normally coordi-
ated eye-head gaze shifts, but in these stimulation-
voked movements the head component is lacking, either
ecause it is implemented through a parallel channel or
ecause it is damped at a fairly low level. We prefer the

atter explanation, because (1) LIP is at a fairly early stage
n the visuomotor transformations for gaze, and (2) an
fference copy of the head movement plan is probably
equired to compute the necessary torsional component of
he saccade, a process that likely occurs downstream from
he cortex (Klier et al., 2003; Martinez-Trujillo, 2003b).
ome sort of unnatural breaking of the head might also
xplain the otherwise strangely increased torsional stan-
ard deviation of head orientation, despite the absence of
ead movement.

omparison with other gaze control structures

his study produced a number of unique results, even
elative to our very similar studies of head-free stimulation
f the SC, SEF, and FEF which used almost identical
ethodologies (except for stimulation amplitude). Pro-

onged stimulation to these structures produced “stair-
ase” repetitions of gaze shifts (McIlwain, 1988; Stanford
t al., 1996) and/or (when the head is free to move) pro-

onged head movement (Chen and Walton, 2005; Corneil
t al., 2002; Freedman et al., 1996). Again, we did not
bserve this here: stimulation duration did not affect head
ovement and with prolonged stimulation gaze appea-
ed to be “locked in place” until the stimulation train was t
urned off. This is unusual because this has been seldom
eported previously for other structures in the gaze control
ystem, such as the most anterior parts of the SC which
ncode either fixation or microsaccades (Bergeron and
uitton, 2000; Gandhi and Keller, 1999b; Hafed et al.,
009; Munoz and Wurtz, 1992, 1993a,b; Pare and Guitton,
994). Stimulation of the fastigial oculomotor region does
ot produce head movements (Quinet and Goffart, 2009).
onversely, lesion or inactivation of FEF and SC seems to
nly compromise eye movements, while head movements
re spared (van der Steen et al., 1986; Walton et al.,
008).

Moreover, gaze movements evoked during LIP stimu-
ation show quite different kinematics from those produced
y stimulation of the SC (Freedman et al., 1996; Klier et al.,
001; Roucoux et al., 1980), the FEF (Ascencio-Monteon
t al., 2005; Chen, 2006; Knight and Fuchs, 2007; Tu and
eating, 2000), and the SEF (Chen, 2006; Chen and Wal-

on, 2005; Martinez-Trujillo et al., 2003b). First, the ampli-
udes of gaze shifts evoked from LIP are always very
mall. This absence of large gaze shifts could indicate that
IP is not concerned with the encoding of targets beyond
central visual range, and that these targets are handled

y the other structures. But it could also result from the
otorious lack of topography in LIP (Gottlieb et al., 2005;
hier and Andersen, 1998). This lack of topography might

ead to a “vector averaging” effect where the co-activation
f different movement vectors in the same vicinity would
eigh the overall vector toward the more common small
mplitude vectors (Gottlieb et al., 2005; Groh, 2001; Thier
nd Andersen, 1996, 1998). In contrast, stimulation of the
C, which shows a very clear-cut topography, can evoke
aze shifts in excess of 100°, but only along a very narrow
ringe of sites at the posterior edge of its retinotopic map
Freedman et al., 1996).

Second, LIP stimulation does not evoke the normal
ye-head coordination pattern observed (at least most of
he time) with the SC, FEF, and SEF. This cannot be
xplained away as differences in paradigms and behav-

oral sets between laboratories, because we have tested
he SC, FEF, and SEF in our laboratory using essentially
dentical experimental conditions to those employed here
except lower stimulus amplitudes) and found completely
ifferent results. Electrical stimulation of LIP did not acti-
ate the normal pattern of motoneuron activity required for
gaze shift. This remained the case when we adapted

nimals using the “Goggle Paradigm.” We previously hy-
othesized that stimulation of a cortical gaze control sys-
em, by virtue of its early placement in the system, would
roduce context-dependent patterns of eye-head coordi-
ation (Constantin et al., 2004; Crawford and Guitton,
997). The current results appear to conflict with the hy-
othesis that LIP is upstream from the context-dependent
ye-head gating mechanisms. However, the expected
ontext-dependent effect may have been obscured by an
verall general absence of head movement, so we do not

hink that this hypothesis can be rejected.
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hy is LIP different?

ome of the differences between stimulation of LIP and
ther structures—for example stimulation threshold—can
e explained in terms of the “chain of command” for gaze
ontrol: LIP is anatomically upstream from the SC and FEF
Andersen et al., 1992; Astafiev et al., 2003; Blatt et al.,
990; Fang et al., 2005; Ferraina et al., 2002; Gattass et
l., 2005; Gaymard et al., 2003), whereas the latter struc-
ures have direct access to the brainstem reticular forma-
ion centers for gaze control (Ferraina et al., 2002; Gattass
t al., 2005; Gaymard et al., 1998; Munoz, 2002; Sparks et
l., 2001). However, this does not explain (1) the almost
omplete absence of head movements in our data, (2) why
he 3-D oculomotor system behaved as if it were expecting

head movement, nor (3) the lasting suppression of gaze
hifts that followed the initial evoked gaze shift.

Clearly LIP stimulation did not produce a normal pat-
ern neural activity produced by a visual stimulus, because
t did not result in normally coordinated behavior. The
uestion is, why? It is tempting to conclude that that LIP
nly controls eye movements, not head movements. We
hink this is unlikely because LIP is functionally upstream
rom other gaze control centers (SEF, FEF, and SC) that
roduced coordinated eye-head gaze shifts when stimu-

ated in nearly identical experimental conditions (Ascencio-
onteon et al., 2006; Klier et al., 2003; Martinez Trujillo et
l., 2003a). Moreover, this hypothesis does not explain the

onger-term suppression in eye movement that we ob-
erved, nor the reason why LIP stimulation produced eye
ovements that obey Listing’s law when the head was

xed and not when the head was free. Our analysis of
accade torsion (Figs. 10, 11) especially suggests that the
ystem was expecting a head movement.

One hypothesis—purely speculative—that fits all three
f these observations, is that LIP output normally does
ncode eye-head gaze shifts in physiology, but during LIP
timulation, a brief excitatory signal to the gaze control
ystem is followed by a longer lasting inhibitory effect. This
xplains the absence of further saccades, the suppression
f head movement (which normally lasts much longer than
he saccade and requires a longer-term drive signal), and
hy the initial 3-D saccade had torsional components—as

hough it “expected” a head movement that did not come.
his suppression could happen through excitatory activa-

ion of physiological pathways to the fixation systems for
aze (Anderson et al., 1998; Bergeron and Guitton, 2000,
002; Everling et al., 1998; Gandhi and Keller, 1999a,b;
unoz and Wurtz, 1992, 1993a,b; Pare and Guitton, 1998)
nd head control. Or it could happen as a result of synaptic

nhibition of the normal excitatory pathways. For example,
timulation of visual cortex is thought to produce mainly
idespread inhibition, leading to the delays in eye move-
ent initiation (Tehovnik and Slocum, 2007; Tehovnik et
l., 2003, 2004, 2005). If the latter is also the case for LIP,
hen its uniqueness (relative to SC, SEF, and FEF) could
e either in its intrinsic excitatory-inhibitory circuitry (being

omehow more like V1) or in the much higher currents
equired to reach motor threshold, or an interaction of
etween both of these factors.

In any case, our data demonstrate that although stimu-
ation of LIP can evoke gaze shifts, their kinematics are not
ormal and therefore LIP does not seem to have the same
irect access to gaze motor circuitry as these other struc-

ures. These findings are generally consistent with the idea
hat LIP is not a motor structure, but rather is involved in
pecifying high-level goals for action (Andersen et al., 1992;
ohen and Andersen, 2002; Colby et al., 1996; Culham et al.,
006; Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2007; Gaymard et al., 2003;
ottlieb, 2007; Ipata et al., 2006; Thomas and Pare, 2007).
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APPENDIX

upplementary data

upplementary data associated with this article can be found,
n the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.neuroscience.2009.08.
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